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STUDIES ON UNDERWATER PROPAGATION:

DEVELOPI~'IEI~IT OF PRO GRAITPIABLE ARRAYS



CHAPTER I

I N T R O D U C T I O N

l.l Importance of Acoustic Radiation for Underwater
Propagation

The study of ‘Underwater Sound‘ is important,

as it is the most powerful aid in obtaining informations
in the sea. Acoustic radiation propagates much larger
distances, in the ocean, the detectable range being seve
ral thousand kilometres. The propagation of electro
magnetic waves through water is limited to the very high
wavelength zone, of the order of several kilometres,
where the resolution and directional beam formation are

quite impossible[la]. While, in air, the attenuation of
light in the visible region is lesser than that of sound,
the reverse is the case in oceans.

1.2 Historical Survey

The field of ‘Underwater Acoustics‘, though it
originated too deep in the past [2], until recently had
its applications limited to naval operations. Histori
cally, the first experiment [3a] in this branch was
carried out by Daniel Colladon, a Swiss physicist and
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Charles Sturm, a French mathematician, by measuring the

velocity of sound in the Lake Geneva, in 1827, to a sur—
prising degree of accuracy, by noting the time interval
between the striking of a bell and a light flash. The
first device, developed in the field of ‘Underwater Sound‘
was the submarine bell used in offshore navigation. During
the time of the first world war, an underwater echo—ranging
or echo-location was developed and used for military pur
poses under the name ‘ASDIC‘ [la]. From the time of second
world war onwards, ASDICs are being used both in military
and non—military fields. Since ASDIC has a certain degree
of naval implications, it is now-a—days referred to as
SONAR. Important military and nonmilitary applications of
‘Underwater Sound‘ [la],[3a] are listed in appendix I,
under tables A.I.l and A.I.2, respectively.

Research in the field of ‘Underwater Sound‘ is

reported to have achieved considerable progress during the
period of second world war. Some of the observations made

in this field by a large group of scientists organised by
the National Defence Research Committee, which were once

classified, are now reported as the NDRC Division 6 Summary
Technical Reports.

Though the field of ‘Underwater Acoustics‘ had
only naval implications at the beginning and its origin
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can be traced back to the world war periods, its use at
present extends to nonmilitary fields such as in the
collection of maximum resources out of the sea.

1.3 A Brief Description of the Present work

The work herein presented includes the design
ing of underwater transducer arrays, taking into account
the ‘interaction effects’ [30] among the closely packed
radiators.

Methods of minimizing the ‘interaction effects‘
by modifying the radiating aperture, are investigated.
The need for this study arises as it is one of the import
ant peculiar limitations that stands in the way of achiev
ing maximum range of transmission of acoustic signals.

Application of the modified array format for
the generation of narrow beam low frequency sound waves,
through nonlinear interactions, is discussed.

Other techniques that can be advantageously
exploited in array synthesis are also investigated.

1.4 Past Work in the Field

A large number of designs of underwater trans
ducer elements and arrays [4b],[5] — linear, plane circular
and of various other shapes - are reported in open
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literature. In most of those arrays, shading was employ
ed, through suitable control measures over the beam
pattern of the particular array configuration. In ampli
tude shading, the response of various elements or various
sets of elements in the array are modified so as to get
the most suitable beam pattern, as per the need. Diffe
rent shading mechanisms are employed, of which the impor
tant mechanisms involve ‘Binomial Shading’ giving rise
to a main lobe with the total absence of side lobes [Zb]
and ‘Dolph-Chebyshev Shading‘ [61,[7], yielding the
narrowest main lobe for a specified side lobe level.
Control can be exercised on the array for adjusting the
beam pattern at the cost of array sensitivity. It is to
be borne in mind that heavy shading cannot be adopted
under conditions of low signal-to-noise ratio [3b].

In the array design presented in [4b], a consi
derable amount of shading is introduced. The circular
array format reported here is composed of 19 identical
PZT transducer elements arranged very close to each other,
the analysis treated it as a continuous distribution,
ignoring the interaction effects among the closely packed
radiators. In this array format, the sensitivities of
the elements followed the shading formula 0.4, 0.8,
1, 0.8 and 0.4 and the half power beam width (HPBW) is
11° with a side lobe suppression of 20 dB with reference
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to the main beam, having an array sensitivity of -92 dB
re 1V/pb.

In the array design reported in [51, details of
shading mechanisms are not mentioned. The paper presents

the design of high efficiency transducer elements and
details of their arrangements on the mounting. Beam
patterns of 22, 84 and 432 - element array configurations
and their side lobe levels are also presented. Though, a
detailed design is reported, nothing is mentioned regard
ing the shading.

Narrow beam transducers with suppressed side

lobes are manufactured by Edo Western Corporation [9],[lO],

one of the leading manufacturers of underwater transducers.
In one of their catalogues, they claimed to have produced
a 24 kHz transducer with llo HPBW and side lobes suppressed
below 25 dB, with reference to the main lobe through shad
ing techniques.

A number of other papers on array design [40],
interaction effects [ll]-[19] and nonlinearity [20]-[55]
are reported in literature.

1.5 Scheme of the Present Work

The high power limitations of transducers used
in sonar projector arrays are,
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l. The ‘interaction effects‘ among the closely packed
elements

2. The on-set of ‘cavitation’
3. Dynamic strength of the active material
4. Fall in efficiency due to internal mechanical loss
5. Depolarization of the ceramic due to

(i) temperature rise and
(ii) high electric field

6. Increase in electrical loss at high electric field
and

7. Magnetic saturation in magnetostrictive types.

Of these limitations, the prominent are (1) and (2). The
first one is considered in this work and the possible solu
tion to this problem, which can be easily realised is
presented.

Though different array designs and shading
methods are reported among the past works, the papers
quoted in 1.3 are examples for the arrays with closely
packed elements. It is felt that the closely packed
elements will introduce the problem of acoustic inter
actions among the radiators themselves, due to which the
effective measured acoustic output will be reduced from
the expected value. An array format with loosely packed
elements, to reduce the ‘interaction effects‘, is pre
sented in Chapter II.
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The loosely packed array (LPA) format presented
in chapter II has the unique advantage that closely packed
planar arrays (CPPA), the elements of which are arranged
half-a-wavelength apart can be converted to the proposed
format by selectively switching only those elements that
produce the required beam pattern. The selective switch
ing of the elements of a CPPA is achieved by a micro-_
processor based switching system. The design details of
this system is described in chapter III. The flow-chart
and the program for switching the selected elements of a
CPPA is given in appendix III.

The drawbacks of the LPA format can be rectified

through a CPPA, working in conjunction with the switching
system. The switching system and the CPPA can be suitably
implemented to achieve the lobe switching, shading by an
average amplitude in time (SAAT) and higher array gain,
with suitable programs. The development of a programable
array using a CPPA and the switching system is described
in chapter IV.

The LPA format presented in chapter II, conform
ing to Carson's [ll] suggestion is capable of producing
narrow beam low frequency sound waves. Application of
this array format for the generation of low frequency
sound waves through nonlinear interactions is discussed in
chapter V.
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Experimental investigations on the effects of
finite medium on the performance characteristics of ceramic
transducer elements revealed the variations in resonance

frequency, impedance at resonance, the Q-factor, the effi
ciency of radiation and the related ameters, due to

is
pa
H

change in loading caused by the standing wave field.
Variations of conductance and susceptance of magnetostri—
ctive transducer elements in a standing wave field, with
depth of immersion, at a frequency which corresponds to
the resonance frequency in free-field or constant—field
conditions are reported in [36]. A slightly different
variation of impedance at resonance, from those reported,
is observed for an electrcstrictive transducer and this
variation is presented in chapter VI, taking into account
the observed resonance frequency variation with depth of
immersion of the radiating face of the transducer. Appli
cations of this effect towards array synthesis and non
linearity study are also presented.

Finally, the highlights and a brief survey of
the results presented in this work towards the scope for
future developments is discussed in chapter VII.

1.6 The New Reference Unit

In underwater propagation studies, since the
intensity and pressure magnitudes vary over a wide range,
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the unit called decibel (dB) had been developed, which
can handle large quantities without the necessity of
large exponents. This unit is defined as,

Sound level in dB = l0 log Ir

= 20 log pr

where
II = ——~r Io ’

I being the acoustic
intensity and IO the
reference acoustic
intensity
and

_ _R_
Pr — P0 »

p being the acoustic pre
ssure and po the refe
rence acoustic pressure.

Reference acoustical quantities customarily used were
1 dyn/cm: (pb) and 0.000204 dyn/cm”. As per the reco
mmendations of the American National Standards Institute

[37], the new reference unit of acoustical intensity is
the intensity of a plane wave having an rms pressure of
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-51pPa or 10 dyn/cm’. This intensity corresponds to
0.64 X l0”22sM/cmz. The various relations are,

1 Pa = 1N/m2

lpb = l dyn/cm?

1 Pa = 10 pb



CHAPTER II

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR A LOOSELY PACKED ARRAY

2.1 Introduction

A radiator will have a certain form of energy
distribution with respect to its orientation. For a
single element system - a non-Langevin type - the energy
distribution will be almost omnidirectional. A number of
elements used in various locations will have certain dire
ctional characteristics, that render its usefulness in
carrying out safe communications.

Though a single transducer element serves the
purpose in research and measurements, it cannot be used
in secure communications, from one submarine to another
or from war-ships to submarines in the vicinity of an
under-sea enemy camp or in other applications involving
the direction finding of an object, detection of sound
source etc.. Direction finding of an underwater object
and undersea explorations will convey false informations
unless the transducer system used in the underwater sensor
is a directional one. Also, due to noise and reverberation
pick-ups, a non-directional transducer will introduce
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ambiguity in detection whenever it is used as a hydro
phone and will insonify most of the space around it when
ever used as a projector. It is evident from the articles
found in open literature that the narrower the beam, the
higher will be the side lobe level. Again, the higher
the side lobe level, the more will be the ambiguity in
detection.

A directional transducer system may comprise

either a single transducer, whose radiating face is so
designed as to get the desired directivity pattern, at
the cost of transducer sensitivity, or an array of non
directional transducer elements whose arrangements, spac
ings and the mode of excitation provide the required beam
pattern, or a combination of these two. The advantages
of using an array of elements in a transducer system,
other than the directionality are enhanced sensitivity
and improvement in signal-to—noise ratio.

Significant features of the transducers used in
modern sonar systems are,

1. Improved directivity
2. Large aperture with high power capability
3. High efficiency
4. Capability to radiate at low frequencies
5. Large bandwidths for passive listening sonars
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Keeping in mind the first two features, a
loosely packed array (LPA) is designed [42], with limited
number of elements. In this array design, elements are
spaced, taking into account both ‘interaction effects’
among the radiators and the interaction of the radiations,
so as to produce narrow beams with side lobes suppressed
below a favourable level, in some directions.

2.2 Shading Methods

In linear and planar arrays, narrow beams are
achieved by either sacrificing the transducer sensitivity
or the side lobe level. The first side lobe level will
occur at l3.2 dB below the main beam and minor lobes will

be at 17.8 dB, 20.8 dB, 23 dB, 24.7 dB etc., below the
main one [4b]. Various shading methods are employed to
control these side lobe levels and beam width. Binomial

shading [3b], [4b] will produce a wide beam with reduced
side lobe level, while edge—distribution produces a narrow
beam with side lobes of the same amplitude as the main
beam. Though, at the first observation, it seems that a
combination of these two techniques can produce a narrow

beam with suppressed side lobes, further investigations
proved it to be a discouraging combination. However,
Dolph [8] has suggested an amplitude distribution, based
on the properties of the Chebyshev polynomials, known as
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Dolph-Chebyshev distribution. Here again, there is an
optimization that, for a desired side lobe level, the
beam width will be minimised or for a desired beam width
the side lobe level will be less. One of the main dis
advantage of shading is the reduction in the array sensi
tivity.

2.3 Theoretical Analysis of LPA Format

In almost all the array designs, reported in
open literature, identical elements are closely packed
at distances slightly less than half-a-wavelength 
approximately 0.483 , where X is the wavelength of acoustic
radiation, at the design frequency. The significant draw
back imposed by the close packing is the ‘interaction
effects‘ [3c],[ll] among the radiating elements of a pro
jector array. Due to this effect, the acoustic radiation
emitted by each element of the array will be absorbed by
the neighbouring ones, thereby reducing the acoustic out
put and deteriorating the beam pattern. This interaction
effect should be minimised in arrays that are intended to
radiate large acoustic power and to produce undistorted
narrow beams. Although, various control measures are
available to reduce the interaction effects, the most
simple among them is by increasing the spacing of most of
the elements, as suggested by Carson [ll] and thus
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minimising the mutual radiation impedance [l2],[l3],
which is the root cause of interaction effect. Based on
these requirements, a loosely packed array is designed
with 43 elements whose radiating aperture is almost cir
cular and in which the elements are arranged along two
crosses, which are inclined at an angle to get the most
favourable beam pattern.

The array configuration shown in Fig.2.l has

two crosses Cl and C2, Cl being composed of two mutually
perpendicular line arrays A and C, while the mutually
perpendicular line arrays B and D constitute the cross

C2. The spacings between the elements in C1 and C2 are
'7\/2 and 7\ , respectively.

Consider a beam of plane sinusoidal sound wave

of unit pressure incident on the transducer face at an
angle 9, to the line passing through the centre of the
array and normal to its plane, so that the voltages gene
rated in each element in the line array A are in the same
phase. Let this voltage be [5b],

V0 = R cosoat (2.1)
where

R = voltage response, assumed to be the same
for all the elements of the array and

Q3 = angular frequency of the acoustic
radiation.
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The voltages generated in elements to one side of those
producing the reference voltage, given by (2.1), will lag
in phase, while to the other will lead. The total voltage

generated in Cl will be,
10

vl -= 3R coscot + R121 [cos (cot - nU)
+ cos(o>t + nU)]

where the phase term U is given by

2n .U = .% d sin 9

= n sin 9,

d being the spacing between elements in Cl.
In complex notation, this voltage takes the form,10 . . ... JRU -11"-IU Jwt

V1 _ R [3 + gig (e + e )] e10 .
= R [3 + 2 21 cos (nU)] e3(‘)tI1:

Neglecting the time dependence and considering array
elements of unit response,

10
V1 == 3+2Z cos(nU)n=l

The phase delays for different elements in the line array
B are 1 2U cos Q, i 4U cos Q, i 6U cosm, i 8U cos Q
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and 1 l0U cos Q, while those in D are i 2U sin Q,
1 4U sin o
where e is

, i 6U sin e, 1 8U sin o and i lOU sin Q,
the angle between the line arrays B and C.

Considering unit response elements and neglect
ing the time dependence, as above, the voltage generated

in C2 take

V2-'=

s the form,5 5
2[ E; cos (2nU cos Q) + E5 cos (2nU sin e)]n=l n=l

The total array voltage is

V‘: V1 + V2

I-'
O

S
+

Umm

3+2[ Z cos(n
n=l

cos (2nU cos o)

I-—'

Qu—Iin

5
+- 2: cos (2nU sin o)]n=l

The beam pattern for this array is

b(9) VI
= (§T)21 10 5
= 1515 5 3 + 2 [ :€& cos (nU) + E51 cos(2nU cos eI1: n:

+ Z5 cos (2nU sin cp)] E 2 (2.2)n=l

where N‘ = 43, the total number of elements in the array.
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Similar analysis for an array configuration

nwith 20 elements additionally placed in C2, arranging
5 elements along each of the extreme ends of the line
arrays B and D, at the respective spacing, leads to the
beam pattern,

10

b'(G) = gégg é 3 + 2 géa [cos (nU) + cos(2nU cos Q)

+ cos (2nU sin m)] E2 (2.3)

It is to be pointed out that the beam patterns
of these 43 and 63—element array formats lack symmetry.

This departure from symmetry of the beam patterns can be
rectified, to some extent, by adding elements to the line
array A, symmetrically on both of its sides at 3/2 spac
ing. The beam pattern corresponding to the 45 and 65~
element arrays can be shown to be,

be)--1--is 2[§) (U)1  + 11:1-COS H
5

+ E: cos(2nU cos Q)
n=l

5
+ 22 cos (2nU sin e)]§‘2 (2.4)n=l

and
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1O

b2(6) = Z%§§ § 5 + 2 £§£ [cos (nU) + cos (2nU cos o)

+ cos (2nU sin m)]( 2 (2.5)

In an analogous manner, beam patterns for the 47, 67, 49,
69, etc. element arrays can be derived.

It is to be noted that the dimensions of the
radiating aperture of the 63, 65, 67 ... arrays differ
from those of 43, 45, 47 ... element ones.

2.4 Theoretical Results

Beam patterns for the 43 and 63-element array
configurations given by (2.2) and (2.3) are shown in
Fig.2.2(i) and Fig.2.2(ii), respectively. Beam patterns
are evaluated for other spacing and various orientations,
m. The variation of the most intense side lobe level and
the intensity at 90° to the axis of the array for the 43
and 63-element arrays for different orientations are shown
in table 2.1.

Also, the spacings between the elements in Cl
and C2 are slightly changed. The spacings between the

elements in Cl are varied in the range O.4'7\ to O.67\
and those in C2 in the range O.8}( to l.27\. The results
of these evaluations are briefly represented in tables
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Table 2.1

Variation of the most intense side lobe level and the inten
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sity at 9 = 900 for the 63 and 43-element array formats, for

different orientations between Cl and C2
4 -7 V --- A _,i_ _-4- ~-- - - _ ..

65_.1s@;nt ezgiyeiee 7314535l@m@ni_a%ray7IiA 1’ b -t__      --~;"--—-—  - 6*“; _ 1*
wggnpthz Most inte- Intensity Most 1n_ Intenfiity_ nse Sld€ at 90° with Fense Slde at 90 with

15
16
18
20
22

24
26

28
30

52
34
36
38
40
42
44
45

the refe the reference e1e- fence
ments

-19.15 -19.15
-20.00 -22.46
-20.03 -31.68
-18.23 -24.95
-17.52 -24.31
-17.60 -80.70
-18.36 -31.83
-18.70 -25.54
-19.20 -25.47
-19.19 -40.10
-18.54 -31.84
-17.46 -30.07
-16.68 -26.92
-16.14 -46.66
-15.81 -54.34
-15.64 -31.12
-15.62 -29.55

elements
Sin degree)(in dB) (in dB) (in dB) (in dB)

-12.42 -12.42
-13.69 -15.69
-16.32 -16.64
-18.13 -18.94
-17.83 -20.66
-18.01 -24.32
-18.73 -40.07
-19.76 -28.16
-19.83 -24.42
-18.52 -29.85
-17.51 -35.18
-16.72 -24.42
-16.13 -22.84
-15.70 -25.79
-16.33 -36.12
-16.17 -39.53
-15.28 -36.91
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Variation of the intense side lobe level and the intensity at 0 = 90 , for the 43-element array format, for
slight changes in the spacing between the elements.

43-element array

Spacing Spacing Diameter Theore- Most inbetween between of the tically tense Intensity
legel atelements elements array evalu- side lobe 90 witnin cross in cross ated levelCl C2 (

0.4
0.42

0.44

0.46

0.48

0.50

0.52

0.54

0.56

0.58
0.60

0.80

0.84

0.88

0.92

0.96

1.00

1.04

1.08

1.12

1.16

1.20

8.0

8.4

8.8

9.2

9.6

10.0

10.4

10.8

11.2

11.6

12.0

HPBU
in

(in ).) (in'X 1 (in 9\) degrees) (in dB)

respectto the
reference
elements
(in dB)

7

7

6.5

6

6

6

6

5

5

5

CJ

-20.55 -54.78
-20.45 -26.92
-20.43 -28.52
-20.43 -46.92
-20.45 -29.04
-20.53 -25.49
-20.61 -36.06
-20.44 -20.95
-13.26 -13.27
-11.553 -11.334
-11.32 -14.22
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Variation of the intense side lobe level and the
intensity at 9 = 900 for the 63-element array for
mat corresponding to slight changes in the spacing
between the elements.

Spacing
between
elements
in cross

C1

(in7\)

Spacing Diameter Theore- host inbetween of the tically tenseelements array evalua- side lobein cross ted HPBW level
C2

63-element array

(in
(in '7\ ) (in ?\ ) degrees) (in dB)

Intensity
lexel at90 with
respect tothe refe
rence
elements
(in dB)

0.4
0.42

0.44

0.46

0.48

0.50

0.52

0.54

0.56

0.58

0.60

0.8

0.84

0.88

0.92

0.96

1.0

1.04

1.08

1.12

1.16

1.20

16

16.8

17.6

18.4

19.2

20.0

20.8

21.6

22.4

25.2

24

5 -19.63
5

5

4.5

4

4

4

-26.26

-19.75 -50.09
-19.61 -28.40
-19.55 -41.108
-l9-75 -47.11
-19.59 -52.17
-19.65 -30.685

5.75 -19.65 -20.44
5.5

5.5

3

-19.75 -25.05
-9.09 -9.09
-8.88 -14.65
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2.2 and 2.3, respectively, for the 43 and 63-element
arrays.

The beam patterns for the 45 and 65—€l€ment

array formats given by (2.4) and (2.5) are shown in
Fig.2.3(i) and 2.3(ii), respectively. The results of
the evaluations of the beam patterns of 45, 65, 47, 67,
49 and 69-element arrays for various values of Q are
given in table 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. Also,
these results show slight variations, if the spacings
between the elements are changed from 0.4% to O.67\in

cross Cl and 0.8% to 1.2% in cross C2. From these eva
luations, the actual spacings between the elements in Cl
and those in C2 can be accurately determined.

From the tables 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, the
angles of orientation Q, for the most favourable beam
patterns, corresponding to different array formats are
obtained. It is to be noted from the beam patterns that
the beam widths are of the same order as in the nomograms
for closely packed plane circular arrays, found elsewhere
in literature[3a],[38]. The table 2.7 compares the beam
widths predicted by these nomograms with the calculated
one, at a frequency of 20 kHz.

The effect due to the back radiation can be
minimised by either packing, the rear side of each element,
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Table 2.4

Intense side lobe levels and the intensity at 900,
for the 65 and 45-element array formats for diffe

rent values of Q

Angle _ ‘?5*e1*?¥1en*ar¥aY  -0 .45‘ele?”ent “Tray _  0
between host intei Mlntengitj mast inte-77Ingensityatthe nse side at 90 _ nse side 90 with
crosses lobe level with res- lobe level respect toQ ' pect to the the-reference(in Reference elements
degrees) (in dB) elements(in dB) (in dB) (in dB)

15 -17.22 -17.22 -11.27 -11.27
l6 -19.67 -19.67 -12.32 -12.32
18 -20.66 -25.05 -14.40- -14.65
20 -21.11 -32.39 -15.75 -16.34
22 -20.16 -31.00 -17.15 -17.52
24 -20.27 -30.26 -18.48 -19.78
26 -17.95 -25.10 -19.05 -25.36
28 -17.21 -21.72 -18.27 -42.97
30 -17.26 -21.68 -18.14 -40.21
32 -18.03 -53.47 -18.62 -37.24
34 -19.50 —44.47 -19.70 -24-28
56 -21.67 -24.27 -19.16 -19.83
38 -22.21 -22.56 -18.53 -18.91
40 -22.90 -29.05 -20.36 -20.58
42 -17.97 -30.77 -19.88 -24.52
44 -17-77 -24.77 -19.52 -29.27
45 -17.75 -23.90 -18.41 -50.22
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Table 2.5

Variation of the intense side lobe and the
intensity at 6 = 900 1for the 67 and 47-e1ement array
formats for different values of 9

Angle  §7Tele?‘e]’?*’  ae’°.‘°aY__L 47-element array

Efigween Most 1nte- Intensitycrosses nse slde at 90 withlobe level respect toQ the refe
rence
elements(in 7degrees) (in dB) (

l5
16
18
20

22

24
26
28

30

52

34
36
38
40

42

44

-15.73
-17.68
-18.44
-19.31
-19.70
-17.66
-16.32
-15.72
-15.77
-16.39
-17.54
-19.18
-19.57
-20.11
-20.05
-18.72

host inte- Ingensitynee side 90 with

elements

in dB) (in as) (in dB)

-15.73 -10.34 -10.34
-17.68 -11.24 -11.24
-21.49 -12.96 -13.15
-43.65 -14.04 -14.50
-52.00 -15.11 -15.39
-24.49 -16.10 -17.03
-21.53 -16.50 -20.52
-19.22 -15.95 -26.13
-19.19 -15.86 -27.57
-25.95 -16.21 -25.08
-28.95 -16.97 -19.03
-20.99 -17.03 -17.07
-19.82 -16.14 -16.41
-23.86 -17.53 -17.58
-24.74 -17.68 -20.05
-21.32 -17.04 -22.44

at

lobe level respect to
the reference
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Variation of the level of the intense side lobe and
the intensity at e = 90° for the 69 and 49-element
array formats, for different angles of orientation

between the crosses.
4 —._ .__ ’—_f_ i_"‘;.l___ "__. ii ."‘_ __ —;;, rt:-_‘___‘ ::__ 7___ _ _ _ _.___ . . _ . _ in --.?---- ~ -- -- T -

Anglebetween . .host intethe nse sideor seOs S lobe level
9

(in degrees)

69-element array 49—element array

rence
elements

(in dB) (in as)

Intensity Host inte- Ingensity atat 90 with nse side 90 with res
respect to lobe level pect to thethe refe- reference

elements

(in dB) (in dB)

15
16
l8
20

22

24
26

28

30

32

34
36

38
40

42

44
45

-14.53 -14-55
-16.15 -16.15
-16.76 -19.11
-17.45 -29.02
-17.75 -30.05
-16.15 -21.22
-15.05 -19.14
-14-52 -17.58
-14.56 -17.35
-15.08 -22.16
-16.04 -23.93
-17-54 -18.74
-17.65 -17.85
-18.09 -20.80
-17.88 -21.39
-16.98 -18.99
-16.85 -18.55

— 9.56 -9.56
-10.54 -10.34
-11.81 -11.98
-12.71 -15.09
-13.59 -13.81
-14.37 -15.10
-14.69 -17.64
-14.26 -21.09
-14.18 -22.77
-14.46 -20.51
-15.05 -17.21
-14.76 -15.12
-14.41 -14.62
-15.48 -15-52
-15.59 -17.31
-14.96 -18.92
-14.85 -19.18
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A comparison of the beamwidths predicted by the nomo

grams with the calculated values.

TypP of -3dB down point -lOdB down pointthe’ar a from the axis of from the axis ofr y k ,
format "?“e.f?§"“. _  _ ‘°".‘7..,°?‘?m

as per as per as per as per
the nomo— the cal- the nomo- the calram culation ram culation%1n (in %in (in
degrees) degrees) degrees) degrees)

Intense
side lobe

A _ level forthe most
favour
able
result
(in dB)

43-element

63-element

45-element

65-element

47-element

67—element

49-element

69—element

5.0

1.5

5.0

1.5

5.0

1.5

5.0

1.5

2.8

1.9

2.8

1.9

2.8

1.9

2.8

1.9

5.2

2.6

5.2

2.6

5.2

2.6

5.2

2.6

4.90 -20.55
3.25 -19.59
4,9 -19.52
3.25 -22.90
5.0 -17.04
3.3

5.1

5.4

-19.70

-15.59

-17.75
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with pressure release material or providing air gap of
I

height ‘N/4, where jh is the wavelength of acoustic
radiation in air, at the design frequency.

The advantage of the loosely packed array format
is that closely packed planar arrays (OPPA), the elements
of which are half~a-wavelength apart, can be converted to
the proposed format, by selectively switching only those
elements that produce the required beam pattern.

The results of the beam patterns for different
array formats, given in tables 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6
clearly emphasise the need for some sort of programmable
switching system, to facilitate the switching of the
desired format, as per the need, due to the fact that the
angles of orientation m are different for different
formats, for the most favourable results.

2.5 Conclusion

The beam patterns were evaluated for different
spacing, number of elements and different values of Q.
Also, evaluations with slight changes in spacings, other
than those correspond to the integral multiples of ‘A/4,
were also attempted. The significant results of these
evaluations were presented.



CHAPTER III

DEVELOPMENT OF A.PROGRAMMABLE SWITCHING SYSTEM

3.1 Introduction

The beam patterns obtained from the theoretical
analysis differ from those measured experimentally, due
to the acoustic impedance variations of individual ele
ments. The beam pattern can also be evaluated by the
computation of acoustic impedances of individual elements

with the help of suitable programs in a computer, which
are readily available for circular and rectangular piston
transducers [4a]. By inserting the actual acoustic impe
dance values, the beam pattern can be evaluated and further
modifications to these patterns are made by adding or
removing some elements, determined by their locations, by
‘trial and error’ method.

The time-consuming and tedious process of eva
luating the acoustic impedances and then modifying the
beam pattern, can suitably be replaced by a microprocessor
based selective switching system for the elements, whose
locations can be introduced in the form of certain instru
ction sets. An 8080 based switching system is developed
to achieve this switching.
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3.2 Hardware Description of the System

The processing unit contains an 8080
CPU group, 1702 EPROM, 2114 RAM, key board, 6-digits of

7-segment LED displays with the display circuits, decoding,
latching and switching circuits, for the effective switch
ing of the transducers. Presently, the system provides
1K bytes ROM and 2K bytes RAM areas with a provision for

further expansion out side the board. A general purpose
monitor is included in the ROh area O — FF to enable this

system to serve as a general purpose processor.

Datas, in hex formats, used to control the trans
ducers are fed into the system through the key board. The
7—segment LED displays are used to display the input data,

memory address and memory data as judged by the key board
operations.

A functional block diagram of the system is
shown in Fig.3.l. The circuit diagrams of the CPU module,

the memory module, display unit, and decoding unit are
shown in Figs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. The
circuit diagram of the latching unit, incorporating 32
transducer elements, is shown in Fig.A.II.l.

The output signal conditions, appearing at the
different output port terminals as per the commands to the
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CLOCK

CPU

DO -D’? AU-A15

SYSTEM ADIJH BS3
CO NTRU LILER DECO DEBS ROM RAH

DATA BUS

l "I ADDRESS J L'%S***“*'>W;‘] [  1>m+%]

[  3 [   "  LA'I‘\}‘tl ]
[M 1.51:; FLA"? 1 L ikiiimn % ] [mummy]

F.i,~;;..‘/'.|: .hL(JCK DIAGRAM OF THE SWITCHING SYEJTEM
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CPU are used to latch the data in the latching unit which
control the respective transducer, through the associated
transistor and relays as shown in Fig.3.6.

The external view of the switching system and
the stacked view of the various modules of the system are
shown in the photographs of Fig.3.? and Fig. 5.8, respect
ively. Figs. 3.8(i) and 3.8(ii) are the top view and front
view of the stacking.

3.3 Software Description

The addresses of the read memory and read/write
memory are :

O0, O0 TO O3, FF
and

O4, O0 TO OB, FF

respectively. Memory locations other than those defined
are not used in the switching system and are blank areas.

Presently, the system can be used to control 256
transducer elements through 32 output ports.

3.4 Selective Switching - An Illustration

As an illustration, consider a CPPA with 32
transducer elements, which are controlled through Port O6,
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Port O7, Port O8 and Port O9, as shown in Fig. A.II.l.
The flow chart and the program for switching T1, T2, T7,
T8, T9, Tll, T14, T16; T19, T20, T23, T25, T27, T29 and
T31 is given in Appendix III.

3.5 Conclusion

The switching system described here can be
effectively utilised for developing narrow beam arrays
by selectively switching those elements, that produce
the required beam pattern, from the closely packed plane
circular array. Once a favourable beam pattern is
achieved by this technique, light arrays can be fabri
cated at the economy of transducer elements.



CHAPTER IV

DEVELOPEENT OF PROGRAMMABLE ARRAYS

4.1 Introduction

The LPA format discussed in chapter II suffers
from the following drawbacks, when compared to a CPPA.

1. Low array gain, due to the limited number of elements
which limits its usefulness under conditions of low

signal-to—noise ratio. But it can be effectively
used under conditions of high signal—to-noise ratio
where the array gain is immaterial and factors like
weight, cost and directionality are important.

2. Lobe switching is not possible and

3. Amplitude shading cannot be employed without the use
of additional hardware.

The design of a programmable array, with modifi
cations to offset these drawbacks, using the switching
system in conjunction with a CPPA is presented in this
chapter.

For the measurements under conditions of low

signal—to-noise ratio, a higher array gain, if necessary,
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can be obtained by exciting all the elements of the CPPA.
Though, the LPA format, presented in chapter II, is basi
cally an unshaded one, it can be shaded for reducing the
side lobe levels still further, with the help of the
switching system, at the cost of further reduction in
array sensitivity. Amplitude shading [39] can be realised
by a technique known as, ‘Shading by an Average Amplitude

in Time‘('SAAT'). Also, lobe switching can be accomplished
by switching those elements of the CPPA, depending on the

region to be insonified. Thus depending on the purpose,
for which the array is intended, any of these techniques
can be employed on a CPPA, to get the desired array format.

4.2 Shading by an Average Amplitude in Time

Consider a CPPA, with a uniform element spacing

of W/2, where Qtis the wavelength of acoustic radiation
at the design frequency. By selectively switching the
elements as per the scheme discussed in chapter II, using
the switching system described in chapter III, an LPA
results. By judiciously switching the elements ‘with
reference to time‘, amplitude shading can be realised.
Thus the switching system can also be used for shading by
an average amplitude in time. The switching for the
required shading can be accomplished by suitable programs.
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The arguments which support the SAAT operation

are,

l. The signal frequency employed for ranging and
other propagation type of uses is very low, when
compared to the system clock.

2. The propagation velocity of acoustic radiation
is low.

3. Echo-ranging measurements are normally taken once
in every 2.5 ms or so which is large when compared
to the switching speed.

4. The mode of propagation of acoustic energy is
longitudinal in nature.

5. There are multi-path propagations.

6. Transducers employed are of narrow-band type,
thereby eliminating the modulation terms that may
arise due to acoustic interactions and due to
pulsed operation.

7. The medium is low-pass and it provides certain
amount of averaging.

Therefore, it is possible to control the individual ele
ment response on an average amplitude basis, rather than
on an absolute amplitude basis. Since the signal generator
is only being gated, the radiated signal is coherent and
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hence the SAAT will provide a true average rather than
a random average, leading to an effectively shaded array.

4.3 Timing Considerations for the SAAT

The timings that control the effectiveness of the
SAAT operation are,

1. Timing of the radiated signal involved with respect
to the measurement time.

2. Timing of the output switching.

These timings should be properly selected so as to get
the desired averaging effect and hence the required shad
ing formula.

A typical calculation for the SAAT timing is given
below.

Consider an array used for ranging sonar.
Let the frequency used be 2OkHz.

The cycle time of the radiating signal will be 5Ous
Let the range measurements be taken in every 5ms.
The beam formed by the array settles to an average in 50ps

The ratio between the measurement time and averaging time
is

L122 ._
5OuS _ 100

This is a very good value, for the SAAT operation.
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4.4 Specific Examples for the SAAT Operation

4.4.1 Binomial Shading

In binomial shading, the amplitude distributions
of various elements of a 6-element array should follow the
shading formula 0.1, 0.5, 1, l, 0.5 and 0.1. The output
switching times for different elements Tl, T2, T3, T4, T5
and T6 are shown in Fig.4.l.

4-4.2 Dolph—0hebyshev Shading

The shading formula for a 6-element line array,
obeying the Dolph-Chebyshev distribution is 0.30, 0.69, l,
l, 0.69 and 0.30. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the output switch
ing times for this type of distribution.

4.4.3 Continuous Distribution Shading

A 5-element linear array, shaded on the conti
nuous distribution basis follow the shading formula 0.4,
0.8, 1, 0.8 and 0.4. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the output
switching time durations for different elements.

In these specific examples, the shaded regions
of Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 represent the ON time while the
vacant regions, if any, represent the OFF time of various
elements.
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In an analogous manner, any shading formula can

be employed or verified, by suitably controlling the switch
ing times. The flow charts and the programs for the output
switching time control for the above three specific exam
ples, for arrays operating at 2OkHz, are given in appendix
IV. The timings for the switching program are evaluated
for a clock period of 0.5 us.

4.5 Comments on Spurious Frequencies due to Switching

SAAT switching will generate spurious frequen
cies. The effects of these new frequencies on the operat
ing frequencies are listed below.

1. The frequencies that are generated due to switching
will be larger when compared with the operating fre
quency and hence they get attenuated easily.

2. The envelope itself might form a shading. However,
the various parts of the envelope are noncoherent and
hence there is no danger of a spurious beam at the
envelope frequency being developed.

3. The intermodulation between the envelope and the
radiating frequency will be negligible, even though
the medium is nonlinear.
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4.6 Comments on SAAT Operation1

The SAAT technique can be successfully imple

mented for hydrophone arrays as well. The beam switching
and different pattern generations can be realised in very
short times, of the order of 0.5 ms.

The relay switching, discussed in chapter III,
cannot be successfully implemented for the SAAT operation,
due to their operate and release time lags. For effective
and efficient switching, semiconductor devices may be
adopted.

4.7 Conclusion

It has been demonstrated that various time dura

tions can be introduced by the software technique. Hard
ware techniques will accomplish this purpose by setting
the potentiometers, control switches etc. The switching
system can be properly programmed to insert the required
ON/OFF time durations in any element.

The concept of amplitude shading on an average
amplitude basis rather than on an absolute amplitude basis
can be shown to be practicable. Similarly placing of
nulls and switching of main lobes can also be accompli—

shed by programs. Thus all the disadvantages imposed by
the LEA format can be rectified by suitably implementing
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the CPPA in conjunction with the switching system, as per
the need. Also, any shading mechanism and any form of
lobe switching can be achieved simply by calling the
addresses of the particular program loaded in the reed
memory ares of the switching system, without changing the
array, as s whole or without physically moving it.

Though the illustrations for the specific exam
ples are undertaken for e linear errey, it can be extended
to an LEA or CPPA format.



CHAPTER V

APPLICATION OF THE LPA FORMAT

5.1 Introduction

The application of the LEA format towards non
linearity study is discussed in this chapter. Nonlinea
rity in ‘underwater acoustics‘ appears in various forms.
It causes the effect of cavitation, distorts an initially
sinusoidal sound wave to a saw tooth form etc.

The LPA format proposed in chapter II, which
conforms to the suggestion of Carson, is capable of pro
ducing narrow beams at the difference frequency due to
the nonlinear interactions between the two primary fre
quencies, besides reducing the interaction effects among
the radiators, due to its finite radiating aperture.

5.2 Application Towards Honlinearity Study

One of the most important effects caused by the
nonlinearity is the dependence of the propagation velocity
on the pressure amplitude. This dependence can be ex
plained in terms of the bulk modulus and density. In
basic acoustic theory of propagation, certain approxima
tions were made to avoid the complexity in the analysis.
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This approximation is valid only for small amplitudes of
the acoustic signal. Hence, if the amplitude is small,
the nonlinear effect is small and its neglect is justifi
able. If the wave amplitude is large, nonlinear effects

r-'1
E\)

\..>J
|._...1

O

become significantly large [3c],

Due to the dependence of the propagation velo
city on the pressure amplitude, e sinusoidal wave form
transforms to a saw-tooth like as it propagates, having
a steep beginning and a sloping tail. This is explained
as being due to the generation of the harmonics of the
fundamental frequency.

In any nonlinear medium, for example in water,

if two acoustic radiations at frequencies fl and f2 are
allowed to propagate in the same direction, they will
interact, giving rise to the sum and difference frequen
cies, along with the primaries. If the primary frequen
cies are high, they get easily absorbed along with the sum
frequency component. The difference frequency component

can be advantageously utilised for carrying out secure
communications [3c],[2O]- The amplitude of the nonlinearly
generated difference frequency signal will continually
increase with distance from the projector and beyond a
certain distance, the amplitude of the difference frequ
ency signal starts to decrease [22],[23].
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The generation and transmission of low frequency
acoustic waves is a difficult process due to the need for
large size transducer elements. However, the nonlinear
interaction between two acoustic radiations will generate
the difference frequency signal, which can fall in the low
frequency zone of the spectrum, depending on the primary
frequencies. The advantages of the nonlinearly generated
low frequency sound waves, over its direct launching, will
offset the inefficient conversion mechanism involved in

the process.

The problem of sound scattered by sound was

investigated by Berktay [27], Al-Temimi [27] and Uestervelt
[35]. Experimental results found in literature [20], show
that narrow beams at the difference frequency can be gene
rated even with transducers of small radiating aperture.

According to the theoretical analysis [201,[4o],
on the difference frequency generation, the two dimensional
directivity pattern contains an aperture term, which for
finite apertures, where the aperture area S is larger when
compared to the square of wavelength of acoustic radiation
at the difference frequency, is significant. The larger

CO
U

the value of the smaller will be the half power beam~
width. The direetivity pattern of the difference frequency
signal is,
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where

Af =
6’ =

A’-=

K’ =
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Ar

=   e   so-were e (5 .1)
M1 + 1: 5-1? sing <e~/2>1’E

the aperture factor

the angle which the observer makes
with the acoustic axis

al + a2 - a’ cos 6'

al and a2 being the absorption coefficients
of the primary frequencies fl and f2, res
pectively and a’ that of the difference
frequency.

2.11.

IN!

the wave number at the difference frequency,

7% being the wavelength of acoustic radia
tion at the difference frequency.

The radiating aperture of the 43-element LPA
format is almost circular. Since the diameter of its radiat
ing aperture is lO7\, ?\being the wavelength of the primary
frequency, the influence of the aperture term on the
directivity pattern cannot be neglected.
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The form of the aperture factor for circular
radiating apertures will be

2Jl(aK'sin 6‘)Ar =  fez-;iI;ciie~i>i <5-2>
where

J1 (aK'sin e') = the first order Bessel
function of argument
(aH'sin 6’),
a being the radius of

the aperture of the
array.

If the area of the aperture is large, then the
aperture factor will have a prominent role in the HPBW.
Thus by making the aperture very large, the HPBH at the
difference frequency can be made smaller.

In the 43—element LPA format, the aperture area
is made very large.with limited number of transducer ele
ments, thereby reducing the beam width at the difference
frequency. Also, by exciting alternate elements of the

LPA with the two primary frequencies fl and f2, the chance
of interaction is increased, thereby reducing the length
of the interaction column.
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The following examples illustrate the influence
of the aperture term on the directivity pattern.

Let %(fl + f2) = 20 kHz and

f] - f2 = 3 KHZ

Radius of the array, = 37.5 ems

wavelength at the difference frequency = 5Ocms
In this case, the aperture area S ::i>"fi?
Hence the aperture term is significant. The directivity
patterns with and without the epcrture terms are shown in
Fig.5.l. The full line and dotted line drawings, respect
ively, reprcsent the patterns with and without the aper
ture term.

Similarly, corresponding to

% (fl + f2) = 100 kHz and

(fl - f2) = 15 kHz,
the directivity patterns with and without the aperture
terms are, shown in Fig.5.2.

It can be seen that the aperture factor influ~
ences the directivity pattern very much, from 150 onwards,
where the intensity level is too small with reference to
the lobe intensity. But, if the difference between
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fl and f2 is increased, the effect of the aperture term
becomes very much pronounced in the lobe direction and

hence the intensity in this direction falls quickly.
Computer evaluations, in this favour, yielded wrong results,
basically due to the approximations made in the system in
terms containing higher powers of (aK'sin 6d, during the
evaluation of the Bessel function.

The theoretical prediction of the actual impact
of the finite radiating aperture of the 63-element array
on its difference frequency directivity pattern cannot be
made due to the departure of its aperture geometry from
that of the 43-element one. However, it can be concluded
that, the beam widths at the difference frequency radia
tion will be less than that of the 43-element array.

Though, it was intended to study the usefulness
of the LIA format towards cavitation effect, it has not
been possible to investigate the idea to acceptable levels
of accuracy.

5.3 Conclusion

Application of the LPA format towards the gene
ration of narrow beam low frequency sound waves through

nonlinear interactions is proposed. The nonlinearly gene
rated low frequency signal has certain attractive opera
tional features over the direct launching of such a signal
into water.



CHAPTER VI

FINITE MEDIUM EFFECTS ON TRANSDUCERS

6.1 Introduction

Ceramic transducer elements used for underwater

propagation applications have a metallic radiating face,
coupled to the ceramics. Usually, these transducer ele
ments are either immersed in a container of insulating
fluid or moulded in rubber so as to insulate them from

water, during direct water loading experiments. If the
transducer is enclosed in a container of fluid, the radia
tion will be coupled to the medium through acoustically
transparent rubber diaphragms. However, these acousti
cally transparent diaphragms cause small reflections whose
effects are not negligible. They influence the performance
characteristics of the transducer, such as its resonance
frequency, impedance at resonance, the Q—factor, the
efficiency of radiation and the related parameters.

Investigations on the effects of finite media
on the performance of transducers were carried out. The
finite medium was simulated by enclosing the transducer
element in a semi-rigid container, filled with castor oil.
This assembly was immersed in an acoustic test tank of
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dimensions 12m X 8m x 6m, with slanting walls designed

to avoid standing wave system. Results of these investi
gations proved that the signal which was reflected from
the bottom and the sides of the container influenced the

performance of the transducer, to a great extent.

Almost periodic variations in resonance frequ
ency, impedance at resonance, the Q-factor and the effi
ciency of radiation were exhibited with change in depth
of immersion of the radiating face of the transducer. It
is to be pointed out that an approximately similar varia
tion of impedance of magnetostrictive transducer elements
is reported in [55]. It is felt that the experimental
results presented in this chapter will be of more use
than those reported in [36], because the latter reported
an impedance variation at a frequency which corresponds
to either the free-field or a constant-field condition.
Experimentally, it is observed that the resonance fre
quency of a ceramic transducer element is affected by its
depth of immersion in a finite medium. Keeping in mind
this resonance frequency variation, with change in depth
of immersion, an impedance variation at resonance is
presented here. Starting from the differential equation
governing the vibration of a transducer, the experimen
tally observed variations of resonance frequency, impe
dance at resonance, Q-factor and the efficiency of
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radiation are explained in appendix V, where it is shown
that the existence of the reflected signal, mainly from
the bottom of the container, is responsible for this
behaviour.

In these experiments, to realise an effectively
large value of resistance, castor oil was taken as the
fluid in the container.

6.2 Experimental Set—up and Results

The experimental set~up of the projector assembly,
used to investigate the variations of resonance frequency
and impedance at resonance is shown in Fig.6.l. The trans»
ducer element used in the projector assembly is fitted
with a metallic cover, to insulate it from water during
direct water-loading experiments. A rubber '0' ring was
attached to this cover for fixing it loosely to the
radiating face, besides making it water-tight. The experi
ment consisted of the measurement of resonance frequency.
impedance at resonance and the efficiency of radiation,
exhibited by the ceramic transducer element, freely sus
pended at various depths. Measurements were made at every

5 mm depth of immersion of the radiating face, starting
from the surface of the fluid, for various transducers.
Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 respectively show the variations of
resonance frequency and impedance at resonance, with
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change in depth of immersion of the radiating face, for
three types of ceramic transducers. From these figures,
it can be observed that the resonance frequency and impe
dance at resonance are affected by the depth of immersion
and that the variation tends to be periodic. Dimensions
and resonance frequencies of these three types of trans
ducer elements are listed in table 6.1.

For various transducers, dimensions of the con
tainer and the quantity of caster oil in it were also
varied and it was found that the nature of variation also
differed slightly. The diameter of the container and the
height of the caster oil column, for the most favourable
results for a transducer resonant around 20 kHz were found

to be 9.5 cms and 10.5 cms, respectively. The resonance
frequencies of T2 and T3 are around 18 kHz, while that of
Tl is around 32 kHz. The departure of the resonance fre
quencies of individual elements influence the variation
to a great extent, as is clear from Fig.6.2 and Fig.6.3.
But, if the dimensions of the container and the quantity
of fluid in it are changed, variations similar to that of
T2 and T3 will be obtained for T1 also.

The assembly of the transducer element immersed

in the container of critical dimensions, was in turn
immersed in the acoustic test tank. As was expected, a
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mere change in depth of immersion of the assembly, as a
whole, produced no tangible effect.

6.3 Explanation

The compliance of the transducer Cm is given by
[lb] c = 8'1 (6.1)

m

\

where

s’ = elastic constant of the material of
the transducer, measured in mg/N

l = thickness of the material

A = area of the radiating face

Also, the analysis given in appendix V reveals the cause
of variations in equivalent mass H, mechanical resistance

Rm and compliance Cm. Variations in Cm cause correspond
ing variations in s‘.
The resonance frequency of the transducer element is [lb]

~|€:17‘!

fr = (6.2)
where the angular resonance frequency Q)r is given by

cor = V-%-M-6-) (6.3)

{'3

The variations in M and Cm clearly explain the observed
variations in resonance frequency and impedance at
resonance.
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6.4 Physical Interpretation of the Variation

Consider a transducer element immersed at a

certain depth. when the depth of immersion is varied,
the transducer face encounters a different state of the
reflected wave, and the resultant pressure at the trans

ducer face varies which in turn varies Cm and hence s’.
Also, the transducer experiences different magnitudes of
frictional force and a change in its effective mass, due
to these pressure variations. The variations in frict
ional force will cause corresponding variations in its

effective resistance. Hence Cm, M and Rm vary under the
influence of the reflected signal. The variations of

Cm, Rm, M and fr should be periodic. Observed slight
deviations from the periodic variations of impedance at
resonance and the resonance frequency are explained as
due to the reflections from the walls of the container.

Thus it can be concluded that the resonance fre~

quency and impedance at resonance exhibited by the ceramic

transducer element vary with change in depth of immersion
of its radiating face in a finite medium.

To a first observation, it appears that the
standing wave formation will considerably reduce the
radiated pressure level. But, contrary to this predict
ion, experimental measurements yielded acoustic pressure
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levels which are slightly greater, at certain depths of
immersion, than the level with direct water-loading in an
infinite medium. The measured values of acoustic pressure
levels are given in 6.5.2.

6.5 Applications in Array Synthesis

6.5.1 Tuning of Transducer Elements in a Transducer
Array [41]

The variation of resonance frequency with depth
of immersion of the radiating face of a ceramic transducer
element can be used to overcome the problem of small changes

in the resonance frequencies of different identical ceramic
transducers used in a transducer array. This can be
realised by immersing the transducer elements in suitable
containers of fluid, whose depths of immersion can be indi
vidually controlled. By making fine adjustments to the
depths of immersion of the radiating face, the resonance
frequencies of all the transducer elements can be equalised.
This gives a method to tune the resonance frequencies of
all the transducer elements used in the array, permitting
their excitation at the common resonance frequency, to
increase the efficiency.

The arrangement of transducer elements in a two
element transducer array is shown in Fig.6.4. Here the
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transducer elements are immersed in caster oil contained

in a cylindrical semi-rigid container of diameter 9-5 CBS
with a caster oil column of height lO.5 cms. The assembly
of the transducer elements immersed at different depths
is placed in another container of water with an acousti
cally transparent window.

*e
H

on

The photographs shown in Fig.6.5(i) and
6.5(ii) are the external view of the two clement ceramic
transducer array incorporating the tuning facility 
‘The Transtuner' - and the individual element assembly

enclosed in the semi—rigid container.

In the 2-element 'transtuner assembly’, two

*0‘
N
0-3

identical transducer elements T4 and T5, having
resonance frequencies l7.9 kHz and 18.9 kHz, respectively
at zero depth were used. Table 6.2 shows the resonance
frequency variation with depth of immersion of the radia
ting face in caster oil for the two transducers. The
depths of immersion at which the transducers must be ope~

rated were so chosen that the transducers individually
radiate maximum power at a common resonance frequency.

Each transducer had a square radiating face of
dimensions 38.5 mm x 38.5 mm and was composed of 4 ceramic

elements, each circular of diameter 22.5 mm and thick—
ness 8 mm.
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is at a depth of 4.0 Cm and T4 at 2.0 CNS

and 3.5 ems, their resonance frequencies are nearly equal
as is clear from table 6.2. Other depths of immersion at
which resonance frequencies will be equal are also possible
-provided the power radiated is maximum,

6.5.2 Maximum Achievable Efficiency of a Ceramic
Transducer Element

Experimental set-up and Measurements

Investigations on the efficiency variation with
depth of immersion of the radiating face of a ceramic trans
ducer clement were carried out with the projector assembly
shown in Fig.6.l and the experimental set—up of Fig.6.6.
The projector assembly was immersed in the acoustic test
tank. The measurement consists of determining the electri
cal equivalent resistance of the transducer at resonance,
the radiated pressure level and the efficiency of radiation
of the transducer element used in the projector assembly at
every 5 mm depth of immersion of its radiating face in
caster oil. A Brfiel and Kjaer model 6100 standard hydro
phone kept at 1 metre from the assembly, along its axis
was used to measure the acoustic pressure level. The
efficiency of radiation of the transducer element was
evaluated with the help of the admittance diagram [lc],[5],
shown in Fig.6.7, obtained with air and caster oil loading
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around its resonance frequency, using the expression [5],D e8. man =.- (5: ). (Gm) _ 1 (6.4)
where

D“ = circle diameter for air loading
C-»

DC = circle diameter for caster oil loading
when the projector assembly radiates
into the infinite medium.

Gmé = maximum conductance in air

Gmc = maximum conductance in caster oil.

Automatic plotting of the admittance diagrams
were obtained with a calibrated X~Y Recorder, driven by

the D.C. output signals of a Dranetz model 100-C Complex

Impedance _ Admittance Meter, by swooping the signal
source around the transducer resonance.

Experimental Results

Admittance diagrams, electrical equivalent resi
stance of the transducer at resonance and the acoustic
pressure levels were obtained for direct water loading and
caster oil loading at various depths of immersion. From
these diagrams, the efficiencies of radiation of the trans
ducer when radiating into water, directly and through the
assembly at various depths of immersion in caster oil
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were evaluated using (6.4). Table 6.3 shows the variation
of electrical equivalent resistance of the transducer at
resonance, efficiency of radiation and acoustic pressure
level, for a constant driving signal, with depth of immer
sion. At a depth of immersion of 5.0cn.in castor oil,
the efficiency of radiation is 74.42 Z While thet fOr
direct water loading is 69.51 Z as is clear from the
table.

The measured values of the acoustic pressure
levels, given in table 6.3 are the results obtained by
connecting the power amplifier in the transmitting circuit
by changing the positions of the switches S1 and S2.

The acoustic pressure levels shown in table 6.3
reveals that the excess pressure radiated by the assembly,
at certain depths of imscrsion, is more than sufficient
to compensate the power loss due to the enclosure.

The observed influence of the depth of immer
sion on the efficiency of radiation can be explained in
terms of the basic acoustic theory.

It is observed from table 6.3 that the maximum

efficiencies of radiation occur when the height of the
caster oil column, below the radiating face of the trans
ducer, is approximately an integral eultiple of W/2.
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This dependence can be explained as follows.
Consider an instant at which the transducer had compressed
the fluid medium, in contact with its radiating face.
During the time this compression arrives at the radiating
face, after reflecting from the bottom of the container,
the transducer will be compressing the fluid if and only
if the height of the caster oil column is an integral mul
tiple of 'Z/2. Similar arguments holds for the rare
faction also. This case corresponds to the maximum radia
ted acoustic pressure and hence the maximum efficiency of
radiation.

Thus, it follows that the observed variation in
efficiency of radiation is not merely due to the varia
tions in coupling coefficient.

Though, these variations are presented for a
single transducer element, the same can be extended to a
sonar array.

6.5.3 Selection of Q-factor

Any desired Q-factor, within certain limits, can
be introduced by this effect.

In most of the underwater applications involv—
ing the transmission of acoustic pulses of short dura
tion, transducers of wide bandwidth are required [lo].
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This shows that the Q-factor of the transducer clement
plays an important role in underwater propagation. The

mechanical Q-factor Qm and the electrical Q-factor Q6 of
transoucers are defined as [lo],

Gflr MQm 1: -—--§----
I1

Q9 =Q)r COR (6.6)
where

Rm = Qcll, (6.7)
Q) being the density of the

fluid medium and

c the velocity of propagation.

the angular resonance frequency.

RR = 5%-, (6.9)
a being the transformation ratio

measured in C/m, given by

a = §%l and (6.10)
e' being the piezoelectric stress

coefficient, measured in N/vm
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Also, Qm and Q6 are related as,
2Qe :: E‘--E—-1?'A c

for symmetrically loaded element
where

kc = the coupling coefficient.

Thus, Qm can be decreased by loading, resulting in a high
Q6. Any Q-factor, depending on the loading, can be intro
duced by suitably adjusting the depth of immersion of its
radiating face in the fluid taken in the container of
critical dimensions.

6.5.4 Impedanceénatching in Sonar Arrays

Matching the load of the transducer to that of
the generator imposes a serious problem to a sonar engineer
This problem can be solved, to some extent, by the effect
of impedance variation with depth of immersion. It is to
be noted that trinming in impedance at resonance is fairly
easy in the proposed method.

The dimensions of the container given in
section 6.2, for better results, are larger when compared
with the wavelength of acoustic radiation. Experimental
results revealed that, even small containers are capable
of producing almost similar variations, with depth of
immersion.
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In order to make the system of transducer array
synthesised on this basis light, the outer metallic enclo
sure can be replaced by a metallic frame, on which is
fixed an acoustically transparent window. Also, it is
recommended to fill the whole of the container with caster

oil, in order to make sure that the performance characteris
tics remain unaltered, in case if the array system is
inverted or tilted.

U3
L+
C

6.6 Applications in Eonlinearity dy

with a given transducer, the operation at high
efficiency is restricted to a narrow band around its
resonance frequency. Therefore, any experimental verifi
cation of a model for the nedium is possible only in a
limited range of frequencies. Various transducers have
to be used for studying the characteristics at different
frequencies.

By means of the proposed technique of enclosing
a transducer in a suitable container of fluid and varying
its depth of immersion, a very wide range of resonance fre
quencies ean be realised for the same transducer. This
is of great help in comprehensive characterisation of the
medium.

Also, two identical transducer elements immersed
to different depths resonate at different frequencies
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and consequently the parametric effects can be simulated
more effectively.

6.7 Conclusion

It is experimentally shown that the depth of
immersion of the radiating face of a ceramic transducer
element has a remarkable influence on its resonance fre

quency and impedance at resonance. The variation is
almost periodic. The experimental results presented in
sections 6.5.1, 6.5.2, 6.5.3 and 6.5.4 show the usefulness
of this effect towards tuning of transducer elements in a
ceramic transducer array, the maximum efficiency of radia
tion setting of individual elements to achieve the maxi
mum array gain, Q-factor selection and trimming in impe
dance, Application towards nonlinearity study is also
discussed.



CHAPTER VII

C O N C L U S I O N

7.1 Introduction

An assessment of the work presented in pre
ceeding chapters along with the highlights and scope
for future developments is made here. It is expected
that the results derived in the previous chapters will
be of great use in the designing of underwater trans
ducer arrays, which is the brain of an underwater
sensor.

7.2 Brief Survey of the Work Towards the Scope for
Future Developments.

Different LPA formats, which conform to

Carson's suggestion were discussed in chapter II. Of
the various results, the most significant beam patterns
were shown in Fig.2.2 (i) and Fig.2.2(ii) and important
operational features of the others were briefly repre
sented in different tables. Any array format can be
realised, by switching the required elements of a
CPPA, with the help of the programmable switching

system, described in chapter III. Programs for
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different array formats can be developed and appropriate
programs can be called from the read memory of the system,
depending on the purpose.

Also, considerably better side lobe suppress
ions, than those discussed in chapter II, can be achieved
by selectively switching some of the elements of the CPPA,
as judged by their orientations. Also, all the drawbacks
of the IPA format can be rectified by suitably implement
ing the switching system in conjunction with a CPPA. Thus
higher array gain,lobe switching and amplitude shading,
by the ‘SAAT‘ technique, are achieved through suitable
programs, without the necessity of additional hardware.
The microprocessor based switching system is designed and
fabricated with the intention to reduce the human effort
in the technology of array synthesis.

Contrary to single frequency operation, the beam
pattern of the difference frequency signal is not related
to the aperture area. However, the radiating aperture has
slight influence on the beam pattern through the so called
‘aperture factor‘. Also, in the proposed application of
the LPA format towards nonlinearity study, the central and
the alternating elements are excited by one of the primary
frequencies, while the rest of the elements by the second,
thus enhancing the chance of interaction between the
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primary radiations and reducing the length of the inter
action column.

It is pointed out, in chapter VI, that the depth
of immersion of the radiating face of a ceramic transducer
element in a finite medium influences the resonance fre

quency, impedance at resonance, the Q-factor, the effi
ciency of radiation and the related parameters. Appli
cations of this phenomenon towards array synthesis and
nonlinearity study were described. However, it appears
that the application towards

(i) Tuning of transducer elements in a transducer array
and

(ii) Operation at maximum efficiency by selecting the
optimum depth of immersion of each element

are difficult, if employed simultaneously. But it is expe
cted that by varying the quantity of fluid in the container
and the container dimensions, it may be possible to achieve
the maximum efficiency of the array by tuning all the
elements to the common resonance frequency and also by
maximum efficiency setting of each-element. No technique,
other than this ‘trial and error’ is possible because too
little theory is available for the explanation of this
variation. If the maximum acoustic power conversion of
the array is achieved by employing both these techniques
together, the source level will be greater than, that
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when they are employed separately. If this condition
is attained, then modifications to the radiation pattern
can be achieved with the help of the switching system.
The theoretical analysis of the beam pattern in this case
will be more complicated, as the radiating faces of all
the elements are not in the same plane.

7.3 Highlights

The highlights of this thesis are as follows:

l. It is for the first time, in the field of
‘Underwater Acoustics‘, that an LPA format to
reduce the ‘interaction effects’ is proposed.

2. A microprocessor based switching system to

synthesisgany desired array format, including
an LPA out of a CPPA has been suggested. An

example for switching few elements of a CPPA

has been appended.

3. Applications of the switching system towards
amplitude shading by the ‘SAAT‘ technique,
have been proposed. ‘Binomial Shading‘ and

'Dolph—Chebyshev Shading‘ have been illustrated

as the specific examples for the ‘SAAT‘

operation. Programs have also been included
in the appendix.
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A programmable CPPA format can be used for achieving

higher array gain, in case if the measurement is
taken under conditions of low signal-to—noise ratio.
Switching the main lobe to any direction depending
on the region to be insonified is also possible.

Application of the LPA format in the generation of
narrow beam low frequency sound waves, through

nonlinear interactions has been suggested. Advan
tages of the nonlinearly generated low frequency
signal will offset the disadvantage caused by the
inefficient power conversion mechanism.

The problem of slight changes in the resonance
frequencies of various identical ceramic transducer
elements used in an array can be easily solved by
enclosing them in a semi-rigid container filled
with caster oil and adjusting the depth of immer
sion. Earlier methods employed for tuning the
elements, were too expensive.

Finite medium effects can be advantageously
exploited to enhance the array gain, by setting
each element at that depth of immersion to get the
maximum efficiency of radiation.

The problem of impedance—matching in sonar arrays

can be solved, to some extent, by the finite medium
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effects, thus reducing the standing wave forma
tion between the projector array and the generator.

9. Any model for the medium can be studied over a

a wide range of frequencies by enclosing a narrow
band transducer element in a suitable container
of fluid.

10. Parametric effects, at the maximum efficiency,
can be simulated over a wide range of frequencies,
starting from the lowest using two identical
ceramic transducer elements.

ll. The work presented in this thesis has to its
credit two publications [4l],[42].

The switching system will be very useful in
switching the required staves of the cylindrical type
transducer array reported in [40] and the huge 3O—ton
AN/SQS—26 [10], the largest transducer array in the world,
manufactured by Edo Western Corporation.

7.4 Present Status of the Work

Though a group of U.S. scientists, organized by
the National Defence Research Committee, were the pioneers

in the field of ‘Underwater Acoustics‘, work in this field
is now being extended to the Defence and R and D orga
nization of almost all the countries. Also, the military
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aids, which the field provided during its period of
origin, are presently being spread to the nonmilitary
fields like depth sounding, fish finding, position mark
ing, :divers' aids etc..

Majority of the results that were recorded by
the NDRC as confidential and labelled as RED BOOKS, even

now remain unpublished. Hence, it is not possible to
get a clear picture of the present status of the work,
due to its military importance.
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APPENDIX I

APPLICATIONS OF UEDERUATER SOUED

Table 1.1: Military applications of underwater sound

Sl.No. Function Description

1. Acoustic mines

2. hinesweeping
operation

3. Submarine detection

4. Homing Torpedoes

5. Underwater Telephone

6. Sonobouys

_ _ ,_. _»~ 77 7_ V -_ 7.

A sensor of acoustic redi
tion, which explodes whenthe acoustic level in its
pass-bend reaches a critical value.
Here acoustic mines are
purposely exploded by the
sound of e powerful sourc

Fake use of moderately
high frequencies.
For communicating between
n ship and e submarine or
between two submarines.

Smell soner sets used for
underwater listening and
echo-ranging.

3...

O.
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Table I.2: Nonmilitary applications of underwater sound

Sl.Eo. Function Description

1. Bathymetry or Operating mostly in the fre
Depth Sounding quency band lO kHz to 100 KHZ

2. Sub—bottom Profiling
or Seismic Profiling

3. Side Scan Sonar

4. Doppler Navigation

5. Fish Finding

6. rositien marking
Transpenders

7. Communication and
Telemetry

8. Acoustic Flow meter

9. Acoustic wave
height meter

10. Velocimeter

ll. Bathy thermograph
l2. Divers‘ Aids

High power sources at low
frequencies are used.
Rapping the sea bed at
right angles to ship'strack.
Here pairs of transducers
are used for determining
speed ever the bottom from
the doppler shift of the
bottom returns.

Locating schools of fish
both for research and
industry.
{TIiransmit sound wave when
suitably interrogated.
Transmitting information.

Measuring speeds ofcurrents.
Forks as an inverted echo
sounder.

heasuring velocity of sound.
For Measuring temperature.
Small hand-held sonar sets
for underwater object loca
tion by divers.
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APPENDIX II

DETAILS OF OUTPUT PORTS

The output ports named as Port O6, Port O7,
Port O8, ..... Port 26 in hex code are accessible in
the switching system. Decoded outputs are available
on the board for providing an additional 218 output
ports.

It is to be noted that each port of this
system can control 8 transducer elements. Thus the 32
ports presently accessible will control 256 elements.
The controlling of 32 elements through 4 output ports,
namely Port O6, Port O7, Port O8 and Port 09 is illu
strated in the latching unit of Fig.A.II.l.
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APPENDIX III

PROGRAM FOR THE SELECTIVE SWITCHING

The flow chart and the program for switching
the elements T1, T2, T7, T8, T9, T11, T14, T16, T19,
T20, T23, T25, T27, T29 and T31, which are connected to
various bits of rort O6, Port O7, Port O8 and Port O9
as shown in Fig.A.II.1, is given below.

Blew, eQh2+1:i@ icu: §@l9§et_lY9;§Wi1l91llQg

v Set the data I“ C3 in Port O6
N for switching
y Tl, T2, T7 and T8

Set the data
A5 in Port O7
for switching

T9, T11, T14 and T16

Set the data
40 in Port O8
for switching

T19, T20 and T23

Set the data
55 in Port O9
for switching

T25 T27 T29 and T319 9

‘__iiH?il?
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Program for selective switching

Address
:=:=P*~<~<— Op Code Mnemonic CommentsHI LO

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O0

O1

O2

O5

O4

O5

O6

O7

O8

O9

OA

OB

OO

OD

OE

OF

10

3E

C3

3

O6

3E

A5

D3

O7

3E

40

D3

O8

3E

55

D3

O9

76

MVI, A

C3

OUT

PORT O6

RvI,A

A5

OUT

PORT O7

MVI, A

40

OUT

PORT O8

MVI, A

55

OUT

PORT O9

HLT

SO€ thO data C3
in Port O6

Set the data A5
07in Port

Set the data 4C
in Port O8

Set the data 55
in Port O9

Halt
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APPENDIX IV

“ GRAMS FOR THE SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF SAAT OPERATION

w‘
mi
c>

Let the transducer elements Tl, T2, T11, T12,
T21 and T22, out of the CPPA which are connected to the

switching system as shown in Fig. A.II.l, form a
6-element linear array. The output switching time dura
tions for the different clements,the flow charts and
the programs for Binomial shading, Dolph—Chebyshev

Shading and Continuous Distribution Shading, by the
SAAT technique, are given in sections A.IV.l, A.IV.2
and A.IV.3, respectively.



A.IV.l Binomial Shading

The output switching time durations for diffe
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rent elements in a Binomial array is illustrated in
Eig.A.IV.l. The Flow Chart and the program for the out
put switching time control is given below.

ElQW.Gh@¥fi

in Bert O6l Set the data O3 1T» ~
D ”s§tth; data oc

in Port O7[cl
Set the data 30

in Port O8TD
33? sCall a Time Delayof .5p1

Set the Data O0
in Port O7[ lc c,cTcd c

Delay of l98.5psl Call a Time Uid[d
Set the Data O0

in Port O8l l
of 232.5us[CallaTimc Delay 1

T3?
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Fig.A.IV.l : Output switching time durations for differentelements of a 6~element linear array for the
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T21 and T22 are connected to bits 5 and 6 of Port O8
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Erogram for the Output Switching for a Binomial Array

Address
1 _ -;,—.‘j i ‘ , _ _ _ Z 1' __‘ i‘_“_'_T 4‘;'_‘_;-I 7;’ _,_ _ ~*i_f,1 _ _;__, #1:- J. ‘_ T _ f_-‘_‘j___ _ Z_ -‘ 7

_i;?_Wn1% ii Op Code Hnemonic Comments
HI

O4

O4

O4

O4

r\
U “t

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

LO

OO

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

O6

O7

O8

O9

OA

OB

OC

OD

OE

OF

1O

ll
12

13

14

15

3E

O5

D3

O6

3E

OC

D3

O7

3E

50

D3

O8

O6

O4

O5

C2

OE

O4

\N
U3

O0

D3

O7

" ‘ Z "‘ 7,, .' -17‘ _ l‘_‘T_+‘—¢a ",—_“_

HVI,

O3

OUT

PORT

ITVI,

OC

OUT

PORT

E.-‘NI ,

30

OUT

PORT

ml ,
O4

DCR,

JNZ

OE

04

RVI,

O0

OUT

P05?

if-L

O6

A

C7

O8

A

O7

Set the Data
O5 in Port O6

Point X
Set thq Data
OC in Port O7

Sat she Data
30 in Port O8

Call O Time
Delay of 33.5ps

30$ th@ Data
OO in Port O7



’"'<’1""“FE~§?2"2      1 WAd U ” On Code Hncmonic C0mm¢nt5—- —~—— __1'&.—f__i‘_._; i __ _

HI LO

O4.

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

16

17

18

19

1A

1B

1C

1D

1E

1F

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

MVI, B

1A

DCR, B

JKZ

18

O4

OUT

PORT O8

HVI, B

1E

DCR, B

JHZ

20

O4

HOP

NOP

JNP

O4

O4

C ll Tlmc
uul Y Of 198 SP8

S<t flv Bat
QC 1n rort O8

C ll 2 Ilma
213‘ of 23¢ 5us

tc EOILT 'K'
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A.IV.2 Do1ph—Chebyshev Shading

The switching time durations for generating a
Dolph-Chebyshev array is shown in Fig.A.IV.2. The Flow
Chart and the program for this type of Array is given
below.

Flow Chart

Wéeifiakéfibgkaosiii
in Port O6 L

Set the Data OC V
in Port O7

\

_i iiiiihii ,"iM,_ihii”,- A
Q Set the Data 30 \l in Port O8 \

{ Call a Time Delay I A
i 1Of 4lpS M

[ SettheDataOOu 1in Port O7

K 7iCeili“;1iI‘in1’eiDeiagr7 Z
of 7lps

\

H

H

‘I

l Set the Data 00 1 ]in Port O8 Mo_ __ ___,_o _ i _, o_ _o N M __,__,___,,_ _  ;\

JCelleTimeDeley7Hi
of 52.5ps

F >_ ‘
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Fig.A.IV.;1: Output switching time durations for various elementsof a 6-element linear array for the Do1ph~Chebyshev
ShadingTl and T2 are connected to hits 1 2 of Port 06
T11 and T12 are connected to bits and 4 of Port O7
T21 and T22 are connected to bits 5 of Port 08
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Program for the Output Switching for a Dolph-Chebyshev
Array

______ ___ ___. 4 . $_7 _ _.__ __ 7 __ ____ _ _________ -_4 __7 _7_ __ 7.. _A-__4__-__ 7- _7

Adéress:_;;Qn_f;M;e Op Code mnemonic
LOHI

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

C4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

O4

OO

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

O6

O7

O8

O9

OA

OB

OO

OD

OB

OF

1O

ll
12

13

14

15

3E

O3

D3

O6

3E

OC

D3

O7

3E

30

D3

O8

O6

O5

O5

O2

OE

O4

3B

OO

D3

O7

Comments

.__4_i,_j _ t *___A-T _ ______-I, _,__ _%__ _,__ ._..4_ T __f__ _i '_T__ _ 7 ._'_’ 7 _

HVI,

O3

OUT

PORT

MVI,

oc

00$

PORT

HVI,

30

OUT

PORT

HVI,

O5

DCR,

JHZ

OE

O4

MVI,

00

ovw

PORT

A

O6

A

O7

A

O8

B

B

'\

A

O7

Set the Data O3
in Port O6

PO I1":‘l‘ ' x '
Set the Data OC
in Port O7

e Data 50
in Port O8

U)
(‘D

Cl‘

cf
D-I

Call a Time Delay
of 41 us

Set the Data O0
in Port O7
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in 2___;._( O p
LO
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_ __ —- A ii‘: _t . — *7“ __f Ci —i— ~10?’ “é ‘ — U_—777____ _'_' — __ i-_---i 

CQd@ finemonic C@mm@nt$

O4

O";

04

O4

04

O4

O4

O4

O4

04

O4

O4

O-4

O4

O4

O2-'21

04

04

O41

16

17

18

19

1A

F-'
Lt;

1C

1D

I-J
Ed

1F

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

O6

09

O5

C2

18

O4

D3

C8

O6

O6

O5

C2

22

O4

O0

CO

C3

O4

O4

gvl, B Call 2 Tififi Dela?
of 7lpS

O9

DCI1,
JL12;

18

O4

Set th» Data O0
in Port O8

O
cf!
PP

:ORT O8

LVI, B Call R Time Delfiy
of 52 .5518

O6

DCI1, B

JEZ

22

O4

HOP

EU?

Jug G0 to POINT ‘X’
O4

O4
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A.IV.3 Continuous Distribution Shading
The switching time durations for different

elements for continuous distribution shading is shown
in Fig. A.IV.3. The flow chart and the program for the
output switching time control for this typo of array is
givcn below.

Flow Chart

mt e;;"eh@ Beta Old?
in Port O6

eexhe Dat2;OC  iin Port O7 'it all Z“  ;i-e__,ei_L,i_=.i ee
F Set the Data 30 1L in Port 08 A

Call a Time Delay bof 65.5ps J;_ eie,ei:i~_ii:gii_i fr 1I 7»re es <~e » ~ =“ee~ er» 1
L Sct the Data O0 H Win Port O7

i_eeeiei_H__iT,e ii ,i f_“LL

[Call e Time beiey W ] iof 7lps 1
ffi Set the Data 00 f| in Port O8 i

Call a Tins Delay j lof 3Ous E
L __  7* _;_ _ , . _i__€"--.:* -j
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Aiuress
T .

04

04

04

04

04

04

‘(J

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

04

O0

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

O6

O7

O8

O9

OA

OB

OC

OD

OE

OF

10

ll
12

13

14

15

3E

01

D3

O6

3E

OC

D3

07

3E

30

D3

O8

O6

O8

O5

C2

OE

O4

3E

O0

D3

O7

**"=**~¢=** Op Code Mnemonichl LO
HVI,

01

OUT

PORT

MVI,

00

ouw

PORT

mvl,

50

O
C11

i-'3

PORT

mvl,

08

DCR,

JNZ

OE

O4

KVI,

00

OUT

PORT

Comments

Set the Data Ol
in tort O6

POIET ‘x‘
Set the Data OC
in Port O7

Set the Data 30
in Port O8

Call a Time Delay
of 63.5ps

Set the Data O0
in Port 07
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1A

1B

1C

1D

1E

1F

2O

2l
22

23
24
25
26

27
28

_ -- — ’ ‘< 2" V —
__~ FLO Op Code Hnemonic OommentS

O6

O9

O5

C2

18
O4

D3

O8

O6

O3

O5

C2

22

‘O4

OO

OO

O3

O4

O4

1-'.iVI , B

O9

DCR, B
JNZ

18
O4

OUT

PORT O8

I-WI , B

O3

DCR, B
JTEZ

22

O4

FOP

NOP

JHP

O4

O4

Call a Time Delay
of 7luS

Set the Data 00
in Port 08

Call a Time Delay
of 3OHS

G0 to POIHT ‘X’



APPENDIX V

THEORETICAL AEALYSIS FOR THE EFFECT OF FIfiITE MELIUM

The differential equation [lb], governing the
motion of the transducer, excited by an external sinu
soidal force of angular frequency¢U of the form,
1?‘(t) = F sin @Jt is

M %% + Rmu + %——Jrudt = F sin.c0t (V.l)
m

where

h = equivalent mass of the vibrating transducer

Rm: mechanical resistance, measured in kg/s

Cm: compliance and it is the extension produced
by unit applied force measured in m/N

u = velocity amplitude of the transducer,
measured in m/s

hhen the radiating face of the transducer is immersed in
a fluid taken in a semi—rigid container, we have to take
into account the effect of reflections. It is observed
that, there exist a certain phase lag B between the driv~
ing signal and the radiating signal, so that the reflected
signal can be represented as,

F'(t) = k'F sin (Q)t - 5 + B‘) (V.2)
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where the quantity k‘ depends on the impedance at reso
nance, the efficiency of radiation, the directivity
pattern and the reflectivity of the bottom surface of the
container and

' gE2h5 = 7\
= 11;, ifh= 7\/4
=2“, ifhz ?\/2

h being the height of the castor oil column
below the radiating face of the transducer.

Here the analysis is limited to the following two speci
fic cases of the reflected signal, depending on the posi
tion of the transducer.

(i) Reflected signal opposes the vibration and
(ii) Reflected signal enforces the vibration.

Case (i): Reflected signal opposes the vibration

In this case, the differential equation (V.l)
takes the form,

du
Ml H-;G-L + Rmlul + %'—-j.uldt --= F sin wtml

— k'F sin (obt - Bl)

= F sincot - k'F sin¢Dt cos 51 + k'F coscbt sin
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= F sin ¢ot(1 - 11' cos 51) + k'F cos 001: sin 51

= a.'F sinajt cos 61 + a'F cos ah: sin 9,..L

i.e. M 93-l+R u +-1-=-——_fl1dt=a'Fsin(c0’.r,+9 )’ 1 at ml 1 Cml 1 ...l(v.3)
where

tan 61 = kfméi? Bi V and (V.4)
1 - k‘ cos 51

a‘ = {(1 + k'2 - 2k‘ cos Bl) (V.5)

Case (ii): Reflected signal enforces the vibration

Here, equation (V.l) has the form,T du l .I»-1 2 + R u + ——ju dt = F sin £01;2 €¥— m2 2 Cmz 2

+ k'F sin (cot - 52)

== F sincot + k'F sincgt cos B2 - k'F coscdt sin B2

= F sin¢Dt (1 + k‘ cos B2) - k'F coscot sin B2

= b'F sin(Ut cos 62 — b'F coscdt sin 62

ie 1"I-(E?-+R +--3-L-I *1:-b'F' (cat e)' " 2 at m2“2 cmz “2“ " S1“ ' 2. . . (v.6)
where

k‘ sin B2“an 92 = i:c‘i~sa§s2 (“-7)
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and

b’ = V( 1 + k'2 + 2k‘ cos 52) (v.8)
The solution of equation (V.l) can be written in the form

Vll I  "—“_5 "  ' 1“)_§ + __ doc(I (Z H1
where v is the voltage applied across the element. In an
analogous manner, equations (V.3) and (V.6) can be solved
and these solutions yield,

l _?EM1 “ a
RRml = 5? (v.10)

__-'1
Cml “ a bm

o _ EM2 " H

, RmR312 = 3:“ (V.ll)

O
B

Cm2 Z L)

These relations predict variations of M, Rm and Cm with
degth of immersion.

Hence, it can be concluded that, the observed
variation of impedance at resonance is the direct result
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of the variations in H, Cm and Rm. Hence, by adjusting
the depth of immersion, it is possible to match the resi
stive component of the impedance of the transducer at
resonance, to that of the generator. The reactive com
ponent will be tuned out using an inductance coil.

The electrical equivalent circuits of the trans
ducer without and with the container in the two specific
cases are shown in Fig. A.V.l.

Evialusiisqns 9.f.,.1§.

The average acoustic power radiated by the trans
ducer element driven by the force F sincnt is given by [43

.. l. 2

The current flowing through the circuit, associated with
the element is related to the velocity amplitude by [1]

i = au (V.13)
The driving force F is given byF = av (V.l4)
Combining equations (V.l3) and (V.l4),

i— vuF =

= E9 (v.15)
I1

1,
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ii‘? --"'--1'--i‘ ‘*1; -;' —;_-W‘-:; _ _

m/a’

RD ‘f’ °<> °m“’
I 21 Rm/a

— - --Le ‘——'i i j_'_ ' -' \-1——~ V -»- - _

F1g.A.V.l(i)

—"‘ ‘ '53 i_7T‘_ H iii  .

Y*no  Co Cma1a7
1 Rm/a’a2

Pig.A.V.l(i1)

7 _ _:___ __ .‘_TT:H_‘—_'_% f_ _ _—

l m/b‘a'
RD I*ICo C b'a2

Er” B

_ /b'a?
5

4|_7_ ._

Fig.A.V.l(1ii)
Fig.A.V.l(i) : Electrical elements of the transducer without the

container
Pig.A.V.l(ii): Electrical elements of the transducer with the

container, corresponding to the case when thee
reflected wave opposes tne vibration

Fig.A.V.l(i1i)zfilectrical elements of the transducer with the
container, corresponding to the case when the
reflected wave enforces the vibration
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where

Pe = the peak electrical power pumped to the
element.

The efficiency of radiation

PW = §“e

or P == Pen

Here P is the acoustic power radiated to the infinite
medium. Mhen the transducer is immersed in a finite

medium, the signal reflected from the bottom of the con
tainer will alter its performance as is clear from the
results presented in chapter VI. when the reflected signal
opposes the vibration, the driving force becomes,

Fl(t) == a'F sincdt
In this case, the radiated acoustic power is

Pl = qlFula' (v.17)
Similarly, when the reflected signal enforces the vibra
tion, the acoustic power takes the form

P2 = n2Fu2b' (v.18)



O.
P

ii
P

or

2or pl
2

P

where

1 =

1 =l

p :

pl Z

f'\" 1
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Z a.‘.i1..’l1.R W

i: a'—;nli T %v.19)
i

= 8.'  T111 Ff" (v.20)
current in the circuit when the transducer

is radiating into infinite medium.

current in the circuit when the trans
ducer is radiating into the finite medium.

peak acoustic pressure in the infinite
medium.

peak acoustic pressure in the finite medium.

LHUS, snowing the values of p, pl, i, il, n, nl and Bl,
k’ can be evaluated using equations (V.5) and (V.2O).

The variation of the radiated acoustic pre
ssure level, measured at a distance of lm from the pro
jector, with depth of immersion can be explained using
the results of this analysis. when the reflected signal
opposes the vibration, the acoustic power radiated will
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be less, in agreement with (V.l7) while the enforcing
case yields more acoustic power as per (V.l8).

The theoretical analysis presented in this
appendix clearly explains the cause for the variation of

M, Cm, Rm and the efficiency of radiation.
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